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Magnetic Sponsoring is unlike anything you've ever seen or read before when it comes to building a

network marketing or MLM business. This is NOT a book for people who want to follow the herd, or

get average results handing out samples, holding home parties, or buying leads. It is for the few

who want to become leaders in this industry. Who want to walk across the stage, and who want to

earn 7-figures. It is for those who would rather be the hunted than the hunter. Who prefer to work

smarter, instead of harder. Who want to build a life-long business, instead of an opportunity, and for

those who value truth over hype.If you're tired of chasing your friends and family members, posting

fliers on phone poles, cold calling leads, and handing out business cards, then Magnetic Sponsoring

is exactly what you've been looking for.In this book, I will teach you...- How to get an endless

number of prospects to call you, with credit card in hand ready to buy your product, or join your

business.- How to create a life-long business with zero competition.- How to make income whether

your prospects join your business or not. - How to legitimately produce endless leads for free.- How

to create automated marketing systems that sell and recruit for you.- How to sponsor top industry

leaders instead of tire-kickers.- How to become an Alpha man or woman that people respect and

follow.- How I used these strategies to make over $50 million online, and become the #1 Residual

Income Earner in my opportunity.Thank you for your leadership.
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Mike's insights into marketing and sales are the gold standard. If you're picking the next business

book to read right now, this is it.If you want to sound smart, study Shakespeare. If you want to DO

something smart, study Mike Dillard.

At last, it's arrived! This is a must read for all Network marketers who are tired of the "old school"

network marketing strategies. All my down-lines has to commit themselves to implement Mike's

strategies into their business before they sign up. I have been a student of Magnetic Sponsoring

and Mike Dillard since 2008 and it's strategies has changed my understanding on how to do the

MLM business completely. I have been in the industry for 14 years and Magnetic Sponsoring are

the best thing ever to our industry.

If you have any desire to change your life, read this book! It changed mine and I talk to people every

single day who share their intimate details of how it has made a difference to them! This is a

"MUST" read and if you have anyone on your Christmas List that is hard to buy for...here it is. This

is a gift that will keep on giving! I challenge you to read this as your 2015 New Year's Resolution.

I love Mike's blunt and snarky approach to marketing, if you want new leads and distributers AND

you want to cut through the fat and go straight to the meat then this book is the one for you...

An absolute must-read for anyone looking to build their own business and grow their wealth.

Gold-mine for network marketers/MLM....thank you Mike Dillard for teaching us how to have the

Midas touch!

If you are a new or an old time entrepreneur, this book has something new to teach you. Mike does

a fantastic job of showing you exactly what to do to build a successful business.

I LOVE it! I've always admired Mike for the hundreds of thousands of people he's inspired and the

tens of millions of dollars he's made entrepreneurs. I read a LOT of books on business, marketing,



networking, and lead generation.This is THE top of the heap.Mike's advice has revolutionized the

way I approach my business. I spent so many tens of thousands of dollars letting other people

generate leads for me through social media and Adwords - and it's been an expensive fail.What I

LOVE about Magnetic Sponsoring is how any person, at any stage financially in their business, can

completely revolutionize it- easily and even on a shoestring marketing budget.What's more - Mike's

writing is a joy to read - I feel like he's sitting on the couch with me coaching me. It's wildly inspiring

and completely practical. If you're like me, you'll lose yourself reading Magnetic Sponsoring under a

nightlight and you'll wake up with the vision, and the *tools* to enact immediate, powerful change in

your business.

Mike has the best book I've read on generating leads online for the home based business owner

period. No fluff, all value. Forget the highlighter. You'd have to highlight the whole book. I couldn't

put it down. There's nothing but aha moments from beginning to end.
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